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McCOOK FOR CONGRESS
ALUMNI CLUB FORMED;
MEETING SET FOR 26th
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WILL THIS BUILDING BE A PART OF TRINITY ?

Committee Selected to Support
the Republican Candidate,
Class of '02

TEAM UNSCORED AGAINST

W. J. Pitt, '29, Elected SecretaryBatterson to Serve on
Committee

ATHENAEUM PLANS FOR
POLITICAL FORUM HERE
Three Parties to be Represented;
Tryouts for New Men
on October 23
The Athenaeum, Trinity'~ debating
society, opened the season with a
meeting on Monday night, October _7.
President Senf conducted the meeting, with about ten members present.
Plans for a Forum to be held on
October 26 in the Public Speaking
Room or Alumni Hall were discussed.
It was suggested to have at this meeting a member of each party in the
November State Election who would
present the views of his side. If the
present plans go through, the entire
college may be invited.
The schedule for debates with othe1
colleges is now being made out. Several letters have been exchanged, and
the dates are being set. The topics
suggested in the letters as possible
debate subjects were discussed at
Monday's meeting.
The new men who wish to gain admittance to the Society will have a
char1ce to try out Tuesday, October
23, in the Athenaeum room in Northam Towers.
They will prepare
speeches of about three minutes in
(Continued on page 5, column 2.)

BLUE AND GOLD TOTAL
ONE HUNDRED POINTS
IN FIRST THREE GAMES
Decisive Victories Won Against
Hartwick, Rensselaer
and Worcester

CREEDON, '09, PRESIDENT

Trinity alumni are organizing in
an active campaign to support the
candidacy for Congress of Col. Anson
T. McCook, '02, of Hartford. Col. McCook, who has seen active ser vice as
soldier, public off icial, and alumnus
of Trinity, is running on the Republican ticket as candidate in the 1st
Congressional Dist r ict, which includes
Hartford County. At a small group
m eeting, held last evening for the
purpose of organization, it was decided to hold a mass meeting of all
Trinity men interested in the McCookfor-Congress movement, at the Hotel
· Bond, on Friday evening, October 26,
at 8.15 o'clock.
Judge Alexander Creedon, '09, was
elected President of the newly formed
Trinity McCook-f or-Congress Club.
William J. Pit t, '29, whose headquarters are at 17 Lewis Str eet, was
chosen as Secretar y. A general committee, which includes former Mayor
Walter E. Batterson, who was defeated by Col. McCook for the Republican nomination, and Captain
Harry Schwolsky, Republican Town
Chairman, was selected for the purpose of formulating plans for the
meeting, and to assist in organizing
support fo r the campaign.
This committ ee, which is listed according to the towns and cities in
which members live, follows: Hartford; Walter E. Batterson, Harry
Schwolsky, James L. Cole, Dr. John
Sweet, Edward Johnson, John R.
Reitemeyer, William F. Even, Selden
Geer, Roger B. Ladd, J. Ronald Regnier, Rev. Raymond Cunningham, Victor F. de Nezzo, Arthur Tilton, Robert Menasian, Nicholas W. Manocchio, Milton Richman.
West Hartford: Edward E. Dissell,
William T. • Bartow, Jr., Dr. Earl
Kunkel, Nelson A. Shepard, Walfrid
G. Lundborg; East Hartford: Burdette
(Continued on page 3, column 4.)

Number 4

Strong Line, Fast Backfield, and
Good Passing Produce
Exceptional Team
When Jack Ampor t place-kicked
the point after the final touchdown
in last Saturday's ga me, he rang up
the lOOth point which Tri nity has
scored this year. And a lthough one
opposing team took the ball as far
as our one-yard line, the Tr inity goal
THE PROPOSED CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
line remains uncrossed. This is a
record to write into the annals of
Trinity football history. Never before has t he team scored 100 points
in three consecutive games and at
the same time kept its own record
clean.
The rout of the opponents started
on Saturday, September 29, when the
Present Day Conditions
A History of Chemistry Blue and Gold defeated Hartwick
Unbearable, Report
College by the score of 39-0. All the
is Traced to Show
Reveals
touchdowns were made in the first
Changes Here
half due to the fact that the last two
quarters were shortene-d to five minIndebtedness to Trinity Suggests
utes each. The game was played on
"Give Until it Hurts"
a muddy fi eld and in a heavy rain,
Slogan
Fire Hazard-Many Unpleasant
Comparison Between 1888 and but that did not stop the light Trinity
Features May Be Eliminated
1934 Reveals Startling
backs from indulging in some pretty
if Plan Goes Through
Differences
broken-fi eld running. Kobr osky acAdrian H . On<• rdonk, '99, Presicounted for five of the six touchdent of the Alumni Association and
The history of Chemistry at Trin- downs. The second team played most
If, by December 1, 1934, there ::;
Headmaster of St. James School,
contributed or pledged to Trinity Colity is to a day as old as the College of the second half and stopped a
Th
f
d
f T . 't
determined Hartwick march on the
lege the sum of $100,000, work will strongly urges all Trinity men to itself.
e
oun er 0
nm y, one-yard line in the final minute of
star t on a building, which is now contribute toward the $100,000 necesmore needed by the College than an;y sary to start work on the . new Chern- Thomas Church Brownell, Episcopal ! play.
Rensselear was the next victim in
one other addition. This building is istry building. In a communication Bishop of Connecticut, was at one
the pNposed new laboratory to re- t.o the alumni, Mr. Onderdonk states time a Professor of Chemistry, and a game played on a field that was
lieve the oppressively crowded conhis desire that the new-born institu- even muddier and wetter than it had
been the week before. The score of
ditions now prevalent in the Chemis- his belief that the goal can be reached
if every man will pledge some stipu- tion include the subject in its currie- this game, played at Hartford on
try Department.
Elsewhere in this issue there is an lated amount. 'His statement fol- ulum caused him to send Dr. October 6, was 27-0. The game was
Nathaniel Wheaton, a member of the slowed up by the mud, and Trinity
account of the Jarvis Laboratory and· lows:
"As I am the headmaster of a corporation, to England to raise funds was unable to open up a passing atits capacities. Now look at the plans
tack that probably would have refor the new building and note the Preparatory School for boys, it is my and purchase scientific equipment.
sulted in more touchdowns. Kobrovast improvements that wiil help job to raise money for that School.
In 1855, Thomas Ruggles Pynchon,
sky's kicking was one of the decisive
Trinity to meet more efficiently th~ When I am asked to go out and raise
a young and enterprising graduate of factors in the game.
demands of the ever-increasing num- money for another school or college,
the College, was sent abroad in the
The victorious march continued
ber of students who are either major- the Trustees of the School of which I
interests of Chemistry at Trinity. His
(Continued on page· 6, column 5.)
As these loans were made for six have the honor of being headmaster
mission took him to Paris, where he
ing in Chemistry, taking such courses have every right to say to me, 'How
studied the subject and later purthat require a knowledge of this vital come?' If such a question is ever
chased
more modern chemical apparasubject, or are studying for medicine. put to me by my Trustees, I shall
tus, which he brought back to HartGlance at the figures printed on p. 5 know what to say. It will be IOOmeford. Destined to be a later Presiif you are inclined to doubt the fact thing like this, 'Damitall, g·entlemen,
dent of Trinity, he, like President
that the Chemistry Department is at if it had not been for my college, I
Brownell
as well as Presidents Eliot
present unable to cope with the situa- should never have been a headmaster'.
"I wonder how many old Trinity and Conant of Harvard, President Nineteen States, Seven Foreign
tion confronting it.
The advantages of the new labora- men have been back to College in Remsen of Johns Hopkins, and
Countries Represented
tory are many and should be noted. recent years. To those of you who others, served his apprenticeship for
on Campus
that
office
in
the
chemical
laboratory.
The firm of McKim, Mead & White, have not been back, may I urge you
The
growth
of
the
College
was
Architects, are working on plans for to go? It's a great college and you
Students come to Trinity from as
the new structure, designed to pro- liave every reason to be proud of slow, and. in those early days provivide comfortably for the teaching of everything but the present Science sions for teaching science were widely separated points on the globe
Chemistry in a college of approxi- Building. The Science Department meager indeed, but in 1888, with the as China and Ireland; they come from
mately five hundred students. There you have reason to boast about, but enrollment numbering one hundred as far north as Labrador and from as
is being included in the laboratory a not the building. When the President students, the Jarvis Laboratory was far south as the Canal Zone. Men
large lecture room or auditorium with of the College announced that an erected, and within its four walls whose homes are in the Philippine
a seating capacity of five hundred. anonymous donor had p1:esented were housed the Departments of Islands, Hawaii, and Bermuda are
In 1888 also in .residence on the campus.
This auditorium will be equipped $400,000 for the building, provided Chemistry and Physics.
Jarvis
was
more
than
adequate;
in
The remainder of the men are
with a projection room for lantern the sum of $100,000 was raised for
slides and motion picture apparatus, equipment, there was great rejoicing. 1934 it is pitifully inadequate. It is divided between nineteen states and
two definitely important factors in If every Trinity man will pledge to trying to serve as a laboratory for the District of Columbia. The numthe presentation of a subject such as give within the year some stipulated both Physics and Chemistry in a Col- ber of students coming from the
Chemistry, where a student's under- amount, be it ever so small, I be- lege more than four and a half times Middle West is apparently increasing,
standing of the course can be .fur- lieve we can reach our goal. Person- the size of the Trinity of 1888. And f ive states in that area being repthered by the use of concrete and ally, I cannot give much, but to use its size is not the only drawback. resented. Of the Atlantic coast states
visible examples on a screen. Besides a wartime phrase, 'I am happy to Jarvis has in many respects been only three, North and South Carolina
this auditorium there will be four give until it hurts.' Possibly I feel rendered obsolete by the rapid ad- and Georgia, are not represented. All
laboratories included in the makeup. more strongly about Trinity than oth- vance in the development of scientific the New England states have contributed to the ranks of Trinity this year.
There will be a general laboratory ers because of my great debt. I owe research.
A comparison of the features of the
In an earlier issue of the Tripod
with accommodations for two hundred it more than I can ever repay. Even
and eighteen students, an organic lab- if I raised the entire amonnt, I should old laboratory and the proposed new there appeared a survey of the Freshoratory, a quantitative laboratory, still feel that my debt was not paid. one follows and may prove illuminat- man Class. The college office has
and a laboratory for the teaching of
"We can count on Dr. Ogilby to do ing. The Jarvis Laboratory has one just made available more complete
his part.
Let us encourage Dr. hundred and twenty desks for general information based on the enrollment
physical chemistry.
The members of the teaching staff Ogilby by making him feel that he chemistry, twelve desks for analytical in all classes. This year there is J"
(Continued on page 5, column 1.)
(Continued on page 6, column 1.)
(Continued on page 5, column 3.)
can count on us.''

$100,000.00 NECESSARY TO START WORK ON PROPOSED
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY MUST BE RAISED BY DECEMBER I
ONDERDONK, '99, URGES
ALUMNI TO CONTRIBUTE

JARVIS INADEQUATE

GROWTH TREMENDOUS

TRINITY ATTRACTS MEN
FROM DISTANT POINTS

October 16, 1934
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A CHALLENGE TO THE ALUMNI
A good part of this issue is devoted to giving you, the alumni
of Trinity College, some idea of our great need for a new Chemistry Laboratory. It has been clearly shown how inadequate are
the present facilities in view of the ever increasing number of
applicants for pre-medical and chemistry study at Trinity there
being upwards of 50 such candidates in the recently enrolled Class
of '38. As Adrian H. Onderdonk, President of your Alumni Association, states, "It's a great college, and you have every reason
to be proud of everything but the present Science Building."
Last June President Ogilby announced that a loyal and generous friend is ready to meet this, our greatest need. He will meet
the cost of the building, which is to be in the neighborhood of
$400,000, provided that (1) the sum of $100,000 necessary to
equip the b~ilding be rais~d or pledged by December 1, 1934; (2)
he b~ perm1t~ed to remam anonymous. To this first provision
Presrdent Ogrlby and a number of you have been directing earnest
e!fort for several months. Barely six weeks now remain, in which
time the stated amount must be pledged if this vital project is to
be realized.
Here is an opportunity for you, Trinity's alumni, to be of great
ser:vi.ce to your _college. Agai~ to q~o~e Mr. Onderdonk, "If every
Tnmty man wrll pledge to gwe w1thm the year some stipulated
~mount, be it ever so small, I believe we can reach our goaL" It
1s an hour of emergency that challenges all of you. What is your
answer?
A TEAM .•..
For the first time in many years Trinity is blinking in the
glare of football's spotlight. In the first three games this season
her team has scored a hundred points against none for the opposition, and one of its members is at present the leading scorer in
the East. To put it mildly, Trinity has a team.
Th~s year's Wesleyan game should be a game for all Trinity
alumm to see. If we are any good at all at prophecy, we predict
that you will not be disappointed. There will be a rally the night
of November 2, the eve of the traditional battle, to which all
alumni are cordially invited. We look for a record turnout to
cheer a record team.
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Political J?oll at Yale.
Yale again furnishes us with an
item of contemporary interest this
week In response to the Yale Record
poll, undergraduates condemned New
Deal policies by a straw vote majority of 2 to L Of the several questions put to vote, perhaps the most
significant was that which asked, "Do
you broadly favor the policies of the
present adminis tration?" Out of
1553 votes r ecorded, 1006 answered
no, and 547 yes. The ballot further
revealed that Yale students would
f avor Hoover over Roosevelt, if the
two were candidates at the present
time, although not by as large a
margin as would have favored him
two years ago. The prevailing opinion
about the NRA as revealed by the
poll is that it has been harmful to
business.

**
Spotlight for Union.
Union has been the center of much
activity during the past week-end,
Dr. Dixon Ryan Fox was installed as
the twelfth President of the College
on Friday, and the ceremonies were
featured by the speeches of two
learned men-Governor Wilbur L.
Cross of Connecticut and Nicholas
Murray Butler, President of Columbia
University. Our Governor craftily
worked in some fine campaign
phrases, urging the college youths of
Schenectady and other places to give
up the "Spoils System" in politics.

pen of a disillusioned student of the
"rah-rah" or "collegiate" era. We
are, mercifully, far f1·om that, and the
position of fraternities today, instead
of being "out of pbce" is most definitely "in".
Sincerely yours,
ERIC S. PURDON, 1935.
Alpha Delta Phi House,
122 Vernon Street.

Dr. Butler spoke on "The Challenge
to Education." We extend best wishes
to Dr. Fox as he assumes his duties
at the head of one of our better colleges, as many good fraternity men
know Union to be.

<!!olltgt
Hartford, Conn.

**
For Campus Politicians_
We want to warn any budding politic_ians who may g row a trifle dotty
in the heat of this or that campaign
to take notice of what happened at
Princet on and beware. The President
and another member of a student
group called the Woodrow Wilson
Democratic Club were suspended indefinitely for giving a beer party in
one of the dormitories. A week later
the two men were reinstated, but not
until they had made Dean Gauss, as
well as the three proctors who reported the incident, honorary members of their club.

* *
We RateTrinity has no cause for shame in
the matter of prominent alumni. In
the current edition of "Who's Who in
America' 1 we place fifth in j;he list
of 70 colleges and universities· according to the relative number of their
respective alumni included in the edition. The four institutions ahead of
Trinity are, in order : HampdenSydney, Amherst, Harvard, and Wesleyan. Yale is right on our heels in
sixth place. Good old New England!

"The great thing, then,
in all education, is to
make our nervous system our ally instead of
our enemy."
-William James.

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Comer Main andPearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.

1933, $958_76 has been paid back in
principal, and in interest $85.60 which Branch-70 Farmington Avenue
is a return of better than 3.50 % on
the money.
The Alumni also voted 10 turn over
$1000 for the same purpose last June.
Incorporated
As these loans were made for six
months, we have no figures available
on returns at this time.

W. C. MASON & CO.

(It is unfortunate that Mr. Purdon
RECENT DEATHS
misunderstood our little note of the
Rev.
George Nahum Holcomb
October 9 issue. We do not doubt
Class of 1896
that both Alpha Delta and Psi U are
Dr. Jonathan Mayhew Wainwright
as strong as-nay, stronger thanClass of 1895
ever, as national societies, and we
Herman Martin Immelin
agree that the action of Yale's chapClass of 1923
ters has done nothing to weaken them.
Charles Lamb Trui.Tibull
What we were getting at is that it is
Class of 1908
the "Beginning of the End" at Yale,
that fraternities at Yale are "children
of another generation", and that, in
FRATERNITY NOTES.
sum, Yale, not our collegiate world,
is better off without fraternities.Robert Schmolze, '34, of Kew GarEd.)
dens, Long Island, a member of Alpha
Delta Phi, returned to College ThursALUMNI NOTES.
day and Friday of last week_ He is
The lights which were bought with at present studying at Columbia for
the $300 voted for that purpose by the a Master's degree in History.
Alumni at their June meeting have
The Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi
been installed outside the entrance of announces the pledging of Robert
Seabury Hall. The lights are styled Ernest Stenz of Long Beach, Long
after those which adorn the entrance Island. Stenz is a member of the
of each section of Cook Dormitory. Junior Class.
The college has .placed two more
Approximately thirty-five pledges
lights outside the entrance to Middle from the different houses attended
Jarvis. With the placing in the near the fourth annual Pledge Smoker held
future of other lights at the other at the Sigma Nu fraternity on Octoentrances it will be possible .t o· do awa;y ber 13. Dr. Ogilby made the opening
with the lights which are now on speech, in which he stated that th£
the poles in the middle of the campus. fraternities of Trinity are in a
Of the $2,300 which was lent from healthy condition. He went on to say
the Alumni Fund to seniors in June,
(Continued on page 3.)

FUEL OILS
COAL
COKE
" Delco" "Ray"
Oil Burners
726 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

BOND
PRESS
Printing
OF THE BETTER CLASS
A.T CON SIDERATE COSTS

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor of the Tripod:
I feel very strongly concerning an
article, entitled "Beginning of the
End" in the Inter Collegia column of
your last issue. This article dealt
with the withdrawal of the chapters
of Alpha Delta Phi and Psi Upsilon
at Yale University, and defends the
action of the Unive1·sity with the following words "-everyone knows that
Yale has outgrown her fraternities
and is doing the right thing in disowning this child of another generation who has been so ridiculously out
of place for too long a period of
time."

These are harsh words and quite
unfounded_ Both Alpha Delta Phi
and Psi Upsilon, to mention the two
fraternities of your article, are as
strong as they ever were, and the
withdrawal of one chapter from their
national organization, which now
comprise 27 and 26 chapters, respectively, will weaken them imperceptibly.
I have spoken with Yale students
about this subject, and under the conditions imposed by the college, their
withdrawal will, in fact, strengthen
the fraternities. As for calling the
system "a child of another generation" this statement smacks of the

FOOTBALL RALLY AND SMOKER
AUSPICES

The Hartford Trinity Alumni Association
COOK DINING HALL
Night Before the Wesleyan Game

Friday, November 2nd, at eight o'clock

94 ALLYN STREET
P abllcation Work a Specialty
LINOTYPE

BRING A FRIEND

COMPOSITION

HELP BEAT WESLEYAN !

.:....------------------------------1

Printers of "The Trinity Tripod"

\
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ELEVEN CRUSHES WORCESTER TECH
·i·-----------·-r
FOR THIRD VICTORY IN ROW, 34- 0 L_~rts on Parade · _j
Eigenbauer Leads Attack
Featured by Play
of Line
22 FIRST DOWNS
Engineers Get But 4 - Amport
Scores on Accurate
Placenents
'
Trinity continued its victorious
march toward football glory with a
crushing 34-0 win over Worcester
Tech at the Engineers' field Saturday.
Rolling up 22 first downs to 4 for
Tech, the Blue and Gold machine
functioned smoothly enough in a
STATISTICS.
Trinity
First Downs .. . .... 22
Pa.s ses Attempted, .. 7
Passes Completed, ... 1
Passes Intercepted
by, .............. 3
Fumbles, .......... 1
Yards Gained by
Rushing, ....... 356
Returns of Punts,
Kick'offs, ·....... 53
Yards Lo.s t,
Penalties, ....... 55
Punts, ............ .4
Kickoffs, ......... ·. 5

Worcester
4

12
4
1

3
81
134
15
7
2

periodic drizzle to cross the goal line
five times on straight football. Ike
Eigenbauer accounted for four tallies,
while Kellam scored once. Jack
Amport place-kicked all four of the
extra points.
The Blue and Gold opened the scoring promptly w h en Eigenbauer
crashed through center from the 3yard line early in the opening period.
A similar drive later in the same
quarter, led by Kobrosky and Eigenbauer, placed Trinity in a scoring
position, and this time Kellam raced
around left end to plant the ball in
the end zone.
The second period found Trinity
again knocking away at Tech's goal
line. A pass from Kobrosky to Eigenbauer was voided when the latter
stepped cut of bounds after making a
spectacular catch over the line, but
a few minutes later Sampers intercepted a Worcester pass which paved
the way for the Blue and Gold's third
tally. After an unsuccessful attack
which was stopped inches from the
goal, Marquet returned a Tech punt
deep into enemy territory, and on

steady line plays by Eigenbauer and
Kobrosky Trinity finally crossed the
line with Eigenbauer carrying the
ball.
The second half was a repetition
of the first. Eigenbauer again reeled
off several brilliant runs and scored
again in both the third and fourth
periods. Worcester showed an occasional flash of passing power, but
never threatened seriously, despite
the fact that their line outweighed
the Blue and Gold forwards by a considerable margin. Captain Maher
played a smashing game at center,
intercepting a pass at a crucial moment and otherwise living up to his
reputation as a sterling defensive
player. Amport played his usual
steady game, aiding by his accurate
placements. He barely missed a 35yard try at a goal from the field.
Roach showed up well at end, a position he took over when Lindell was
forced out by injuries. The entire
forward wall stood out for its low,
hard charge, its good blocking, and
its vicious tackling. It was a cleancut and impressive victory.
The line-up:
Worcester Tech
Trinity
Hibbard
LE
Alexander
Miseveth
LT
Kellam
Lawton
Am port
LG
Grant
Maher
c
Woodward
Webber
RG
Silva
RT
Hanaghan
Johnson
RE
Roach
Marquet
QB
Germaine
Swenson
LHB
Kobrosky
Carlson
RHB
Eigenbauer
McNulty
FB
Sampers
Score by periods:
7-34
14
6
7
Trinity

CROSS-COUNTRY RULES
The Physical Education Department has announced the rules for
entering the annual intramural crosscountry run, which is to be held early
in November. In order to insure
physical fitness for participation in
the event, it is required that all students expecting to run report to some
member of the Department for a
minimum of six practice sessions. At
least five laps on the track must be
run at each of five of these periods,
while the course must be covered at
the sixth.
Only those students who have fulfilled these requirements will be
allowed to participate, so it is important that candidates remember to
report to a member of the Physical
Education Department in order to
receive the proper credit.

WORCESTER TECH SIDELIGHTS.
A doughty band of some 100 odd
loyal rooters braved the elements
(yes, it rained again, but only during
the last period this time), to watch
Trinity play her first game on a
foreign field.

• *
Judging from all appearances,
even the fairer sex seem to be becoming more and more interested in
our-football team.

* •
Among the notables spotted in the
stands was Harry Herbert, formerly
an assistant coach at Trin and a onetime Syracuse gridiron great. Also
AI Meier and Chuck Kingston, recent
Blue and Gold football captains.

* *
Picking up exactly where he left
off last year, Ike Eigenbauer furnished the game's thrills with his
spectacular ball carrying. Hobbled
by injuries this fall till Saturday, the
"Eagle" cracked the vaunted Tech
forward wall wide open with his offtackle slants and spinners. Accounting for four of the five touchdowns,
he just missed another when his foot
was detected out of bounds after he
had snared a pretty pass into the end
zone from Mickey Kobrosky.

* *
When Jack Amport's trusty toe
lofted the pigskin between the uprights after the last touchdown it
made exactly 100 points for the Blue
and Gold warriors thus far this fall!

Watches, Diamonds, Clocks, Jewelry; Repairing
19 PEARL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
Once acquainted with this store, you will never regret it.
Co~plete

Squash and Gym Equipment for Trinity Students
At Special Prices

SPORT RADIO CENTRE, INC.
304 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
Next to Hotel Bond Building
Open Monday, Friday and Saturday Evenings.
'Phones 2-6378 and 2-8055

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS AND DRUGS
The Store Where They Cash Your Checks

213 ZION STREET-"Over the Rocks"

**

Many Trinity fans could hardly
believe, as they left Alumni Field in
Worcester, that, after completing
three of the seven scheduled contests,

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE UNION EVERY MONTH

MAX PRESS, INC.
TAILORS - CLOTHIERS - HABERDASHERS
Middletown-205 Main Street
Hartford Office-Bond Hotel

TRINITY SERVICE STATION
G. A. SYLVESTER, Proprietor

••

SENATE DANCE.
The Senate is sponsoring a dance
to be held in Cook Hall from 8
to 12 the night of the. Connecticut
State game, October 27. The price
of admission will be 75 cents per
couple and 50 cents for stags.
Dress will be optional, and the
music is to be furnished by the
Trinity Troubadours.

COR. BROAD AND VERNON STREETS, HARTFORD, CONN.
Faultless Service:...._----------------'
Firestone Tires and Accessories

+ 24 Hour Service
+ Same Rates Day or Night
+ No Charge for Extra
Passengers

YELLOW CAB CO.
+ DIAL 2-0234

We have a score to settle with the

Worcester Evening Post. In its "foot- ~==============
ball extra" edition, which we picked up while homeward bound, they had
a big headline reading Tech Leads STUDENTS' LAUNDERING,
Trinity 20-0 at End of Half. It would
DRY CLEANING WORK
be all right but for the fact that we
know that most people don't bother
A SPECIALTY.
to peruse the story beyond the large
typed streamers. All of which almost
caused the ruin of a nearly perfect
day.
Telephone 2-3153

NEW ENGLAND LAUNDRY

••

Wesleyan Eleven Scores Again.
Wesleyan continued to show improvement, registering its second
straight win with a 13-0 conquest of
the Bowdoin Polar Bears at Middletown. Keith Huntress featured on
the attack for the Cardinals. Other
future Trinity opponents did not fare
so well. Coast Guard took a 32-2
lacing from .the Black Panthers of
Middlebury. Connecticut State, altl}ough upset, held Massachusetts
State to a surprising 7-6 score; while
Vermont bowed to Ithaca (N. Y.)
College by the margin of one touchdown, 7-0.

203-225 HAWTHORN STREET
441-455 HOMESTEAD A VENUE

PLIMPTON'S
Stationers

Engravers

Printers

PROGRAM PRINTING
CLASSROOM SUPPLIES

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

••

Odds and Ends.
Art and Al Guepe, twin backfield
stars at Marquette University, keep
* *
Incidentally, Ampy has been boot- coaches and officials in a constant
ing them with deadly accuracy. He dilemma with regard to their identity.
has now accounted for nine conver- It is no wonder, however, for they
can't even tell each other apart! A
sions in twelve attempts.
newspaper photographer who recently
* *
The fans got a big kick watching took action pictures of the sophomore
Charlie Weber, watch-charm guard, aces, called the boys in to identify
pushing Grant, 275-pound behemoth their photos. Believe it or not, they
Engineer center, all over the field argued for nearly fifteen minutes
while crashinl!: through on the before they finally decided who was
who. And then they weren't certain!
defense.
. ... It does not always take an un**
The Worcester line, from tackle to defeated season to get publicity.
tackle, averaged 210 pounds. Trin's Knox College in Illinois made the
tackles, guards and center, averaged football headlines last Sunday bein the vicinity of 183 avoirdupois. But cause they are on the long end of
a 21-game losing streak! The last
the score was Trinity 34, Tech 0!
time they tasted the sweets of victory
**
It certainly is too bad we don't was in 1931! .... We have always been
have more engineering schools on our attracted by the sound of the name
of P~nnsylvania's football captain
schedule.
and star end, Pennypacker. But now
• *
The officiating was, by and large, we are doubly satisfied, having disthe best we have seen this fall.
covered a suitable running mate for
him in Cashdollar, who plays end for
* •
Captain Jack Maher was rewarded the Mercersburg Academy eleven!
with a long and rousing ovation from Penn. scouts are advised to take notthe appreciative fans as he left the ice .... Coast Guard Academy has
field late in the final quarter after never scored a single point against
giving a really brilliant defensive Connecticut State since the two grid
rivals first met a few years! .
performance.
Coach Lloyd Jordan of Amherst
"Big Luke" Kellam, husky tackle, thinks very highly of Trinity's pair
still has 'em fooled with his surprise of rangy tackles, Jim Hanaghan and
round-end play. Whenever the fleet Luke Kellam. Early in the season
lineman lugs the ball it seems to spell he was quoted as saying he would
very willingly part with some of his
touchdown.
• •
fine backfield material if he could
Rowan Alexander, rangy end, is ~ave both of these stars!. ... From
one vicious tackler. Every man he personal observation we can justifihit was literally stopped dead in his ably state that this year's varsity
tracks.
__.- 1-rootball squad is the best conditioned
• •
team we have seen at Trinity in our
Steve Truex, sophomore back, gave four years! It is only of such stuff
flashes of real ability. He's a young and spirit that successful teams are
man who will bear considerable made.
watching.

••

P. 0. POSTMA-JEWELER

the Blue and Gold eleven was still
in that select cla_ss of undefel!,_ted, untied, and unscored on teams in the
East!

TRINITY OF SERVICE .••

FLY
WITH

Flying Instruction.
Long and
Short Distance Flights.
Flights - $1.00 and up.
Flying lnstruction-$2.50 and up.

Hartford's Oldest Pilot m Line
of Service.

Call-5-9354
FRATERNITY NOTES.
(Continued from page 2.)
that fraternities supply the social life
of the campus which extra-curricular
activities lack. The second speaker
of the evening was Mr. C. W. Lindemuth of Portland, Conn., :!. member
of the Delta Tau Delta Chapter ot
Wesleyan. His speech dealt with thevalue of fraternities in college life._
Herbert Todd, '35, gave an exhibition
of magical tricks, which was ver~
well received. Ray Hedges, president.
of the Sigma Nu pledges, introduced
the speakers. After the entertainment
refreshments 'vere served.

••

The Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon has announced the pledging of
two new men, Frank Lee, '38, of
Boston, Mass., and Bayard Walker,
'38, of New York City.

ATTENTION-ALUMNI!
The remaining 22 issues of THE TRINITY TRIPOD will
be sent you for only $2.25. If you neglected to subscribe
before, just fill in the attached blank and mail now.
SUBSCRIP~TION ORDER BLANK
Business Manager, The Trinity Tripod,
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.:
Please send me issues Nos. 4 through 26 of
THE TRINITY TRIPOD (remaining 1934-1935 issues).
I enclose $2.25 in full payment.
Name ..............................................................................................................................
Street Address ..................................................................................... .
City............................................................................. .

State ..................................................... .
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PROF. HUMPHREY SCORES
AUTOCRATIC GOVERNMENT
Advocates International Freedom
m Seeking National
Ideals
Edward Frank Humphrey, Northam
Professor of History and Political
Science at Trinity, delivered the eecond of his lectures on Contemporary
Civilization at the Mark Twain Memorial this morning. The subject of
this talk was "New Phases of Internationalism" and therein he developed
further the topic of his introductorr
lecture, "Is Contemporary Civilization Decadent?" In the international
a,s in the national phase of our contemporary
civilization
Professor
Humphrey finds conflict between
Totalitarianism and Freedom and he
opposes totalitarianism 'in International Affairs as he previously had in
National Affairs.
The battle for
freedom is engag-ecl all alnng the line
and on every front a,nd the past week
has added a notable book by President Glen Frank of the University of
Wisconsin to the literature of the
subject. President Frank's work is
entitled, "America's Hour of Decision," and Professor Humphrey spoke
with approval of its attitude toward
liberalism and liberty. In his previous lecture Professor Humphrey
had characterized totalitarian nations
as decadent to the degrE>e that they
are losing these virtues.
The philosopher of the totalitarian
Italian State, Benedetto Groce, complained to the lnte~·national Philo-sophie Congress held at Praha this
summer that internationally: "Problems are uniting us, bnt solutions
separate ns and put. us into oppositiou
to one another." Professor Humphrey feels that this \s as it should be,
for progress and civilization are most
advantageously arrived at along
many different routes. With this as
his theme the speaker developed a
thesis of opposition to all autocratic
international control.
International
relations have steadily improved under a system knOW11 as "The Balance
of Power" which has permitted the
greatest possible freedom in the development of national ideals. Today
many internationalists would scrap
that principle, though the present
pragmatic trend of international relations is to strengthen it.
The
British philosopher, Bertrand Russell,
furnishes us with a notabl'3 defection
from the ranks of the champions of
negotiated international relations
His new book, "Freedom Versus Organization," interprets the history of
Europe since the Congress of Vienna
.and hE> furnishes a formula for future
peace and progress, which is "international control of investment and o±
raw material." In opposition to Bertrand Russell, Professor Humphrey
cited a work by Professor Gustav
Cassell, a noted Swedish economist,
Professor Emeritus of Political Economy at the University of Stockholm,
whose recent London lecture has been
published in International Conciliation. "Once authoritative control has
been established", says Professor
Cassell, "it will not alway::< be possible to limit it to the economic domain." Then he continued, "If we
allow economic freedom and selfreliance to be destroyed, the power~
standing for liberty will have lost so
much strength they will not be able
to offer any effective resistance
against a progressive extension of
such destruction to constitutional and
public life generally. And if this resistance is gradually given np-perhaps without people ever realizing
what is actually going on-such fundamental values as personal liberty,
freedom of thought and sp'3ech, ancl
independence of science are exposed
to imminent danger." Professor Cassell then, concludes: "The actual drift
of the revolution threatening our
civilization is such as to fill ever)<
thinking man with the gravest apprehensions. Humanity should not unconsciously lei itself be forced on to
a path leading to a complete demolition of old standards and ideals on
which it has built up its prosperity
and its civilization."
(Continued on page 5.)
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KOBROSKY LEADS THE EAST
WITH TOTAL OF 42 POINTS
Mickey Kobh·osky, sophomore rta·iplethreat man, leads the East in scoring,
through Saturday's game, figures
reveal. To date the Blue and Gold
halfback has accounted for 42 points,
or not quite half the total scored by
his team in its first three games.
Kobrosky has a safe lead in the race
for scoring honors, for seven players
are tied for second place at 36 points
each.
Jack Amport also figures in these
Jtatistics, as he is in a tie for first
place with Sandbach of Princeton in
t he number of placements for points
after touchdown. Each man has
accounted for nine of these.

PLAYERS SELECTED FOR
JESTERS PRESENTATION
Two More Productions Planned;
Amateur Orte-Act Plays
to be Staged
The cast of the Jesters' presentation, "The Play's the Thing", by
Molnar has been decided upon, although it has not been determined
yet who will take the leading part.
The cast is as follows:
Sandor Turai, A Famous Dramatist,
Mansky, His Collaborator,. _..
L. S. Rogers
Albert Adam, a Young Composer,
.............. _.... John Hanna
Ilona Szabo, a Prima Donna,
.............. John R. Williams
Almady, a Leading Actor,
.. _.... - ...... Anthony B. Cacase
Johann Dworitschek, a Footman,
................... Joel Brooke
Mell, the Count's Secretary,
........ . ......... John S. T'yng
Two Lackeys, ......... D. W. Rankin,
Donald Sellars
It has been definitely decided that
the play will be· given on the evening
of November 16 and 17 at the Avery
Memorial. After the Saturday night
pre3entation a dance will be given
under the auspices of either the Senate or the Jesters.
The play goes into rehearsal this
next week, beginning Tuesday. It is
thought that the cast is a good one
and will be able to deal successfully
with the high comedy which characterizes this play. Cacase, Williams,
(Continued on page 6.)
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Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Scarsdale, N.Y.
Troy,N. Y.
Southington
Philadelphia
Cumberland, Md.
Hartford
Longmeadow, Mass.
Hartford
Washington, D. C.
Everett, Mass.
Belle Haven, Va.
Springfield, S. D.
Springfield, Mass.
West Hartford
Philadelphia
W. Philadelphia
Hartford
Hartford
Hartford
Hartford
Yonkers, N.Y.
St. David's, Pa.
Waterbury
East Hartford
Philadelphia

SOCCER TEAM DEFEATED
BY ST. STEPHENS, 3-2
Game Closely Contested to End;
Booters to Oppose
Mass. State
In a closely contested soccer gam<;
last Saturday, the Bards of St.
Stephens edged out the Blue and
Gold team by a score of 3 to 2. Both
teams were evenly matched, and the
game was not decided until the last
whistle had sounded.
In the first quarter, St. Stephens
kicked off, and all through the quarter the ball passed quickly from one
end of the field to the other. Both
teams tried hard to score. Towards
the end of the quarter, Trinity almost kicked a goal, but luck was
against them.
The first quarter
ended with the score 0 to 0.
In the second quarter neither team
seemed to have the advantage until
St. Stephens took the ball down the
field, and Brewer, playing outsideleft forward for the Bards, kicked
the ball through the Tripity goal.
The score at the end of the half was
1 to 0 for St. Stephens.
With the advantage of the wind behind them, Trinity determined to
score in the third quarter. Schrim,
playing center halfbaek for Trinity,
was switched to the center forward
position, Mowbray taking O'Bryon's
place at outside left forward, and
O'Bryon moving to Schrim's old position.
(Continued on page 6.)

COAST GUARD GAME.
All students and Faculty members will be admitted free to the
Coast Guard football game at New
London next Saturday. It should
be noted, however, that they will
be required to show their A. A.
identification cards, and also that
the government tax may be required.
Mr. Oosting is making
arrangements to charter buses to
carry students to the game. The
charge will be $1 for the round
trip, and all those desiring transpo:r:tation should report at the Gym
not later than Thursday morning
to sign up for the trip. If an
insufficient number (the buses
hold 29 passengers) have signed
up by that time, plans will be canceled and any deposits returned.

-
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Frankford H. S.
Frankford H. S.
Kent
Worcester Academy
Lewis H. S.
Frankford H. S.
St. James
South Kent
Central H. S. (Spr'fld)
Weaver H. S.
St. Albans
Everett H. S.
St. James
Springfield H. S.
Springfield H. S.
William Hall H. S .
Frankford H. S.
W. Philadelphia H. S.
St. Thomas
Loomis
Bulkeley H. S.
Bulkeiey H. S.
Barnard
Episcopal Academy
Virginia Episcopal
Worcester Academy
Frankford H. S.

McCOOK-FOR-CONGRESS.
(Continued from page 1.)
Farnham, Judge James O'Connor,
Judge Levi P. M. Hickey; Manchester: Judge William S. Hyde, Ernest
F. Brown, Ira A. Balch; Wethersfield: David R. Woodhouse, Morris
Cronin, Sydney D. Pinney; Bristol:
Anthony Rich, Joseph Fleming; Farmington: William C. Skinner, Jr.; Newington: Herbert Spenser; Enfield:
Leslie R. Frew; Windsor: Harry Wessels, William Barbour, Jr.; Avon:
Gladwin K. Lusk; .Berlin: Robert G.
Buell; Bloomfield: Amos E. Redding;
Simsbury: .John E. Eno; South Windsor: Bryan Green; New Britain:
Elmer P. Wallen; Rocky Hill: Raymond H. Dexter.

DR. OGILBY LECTURES ON
PRESENT COLLEGE YOUTH
Notes Initiative and Earnestness
But Scores Indifference
to Current Affairs

~lto\11td\11®rd'

EMPIRE AUTO ·SERVICE
For better acquaintance with our fine facilities

Declares Government of Early Ct
Set the Ideal of Rule
by the People
With the "government throughout
the land in turmoil" we would do well
to seek inspiration in the early his
tory of the Connecticut colony when
there were no "plum trees, bribery
or graft," said Professor Charles J
Rohr of the History Department in
an address on Connecticut's Tercen
tenary delivered in the Chapel las
Wednesday morning. The 300th anni
versary of the state, which will be
celebrated in the summer and early
autumn of next year, should prove
of interest not only to her citizens
but to those of the entire United
States as well, because in Connecticut
was first established self-government
based upon a written constitution
Professor Rohr stated.
The speaker quoted Professor
Charles Andrews in describing the
qualifications of public office holders
of early times, which were based on
their "orthodoxy, family, wealth
talents, education, and political ex
perience." Today, when "public of
fices are distributed to party wheel
horses, when contracts are let not to
the lowest but to the favored bidder
when government costs are rising al
out of proportion to services rendered
when democracy itself is threatened
it is refreshing to tu)'n back the
pages of history to those early years
in Connecticut colony when govern
ment was simple and far removed
from the complexities of this day
when men of worth were chosen to
make Jaws for their fellow settlers.'
Professor Rohr traced the history
of Connecticut's early government
beginning with a commission of Mas
sachusetts Bay in 1636. In 1639 the
Fundamental Orders of Connecticut
were drawn up. These are "said to
be the first written constitution in
the modern sense and certainly the
first American constitution to embody
the democratic principle." He pointed
out that the officials under this
system were elected time and time
again because o'f their satisfactory
service in the eyes of the public. l1
this form of government the doctrine
"of the people, by the people, and for
the people" received its first clear
expression.
Again quoting Professor Andrews
the speaker asserted that Connecti
cut's claim to distinction in American
history is based on the following
facts: "(1) The colony set before the
other ·colonies a remarkable example
of a political community entirely self
governing and relatively at peace
with itself. (2) It probably provided
in proportion to its size more men
and the ancestors of men that have
played a prominent part in the affairs
of the nation than any other colony
(3) The creation of a form of govern
ment amazingly advanced for the day
with ideals ·and methods representing
something quite close to the ideals
and methods that underlie democratic
government today.''
Today, three hundred years later
we are joined together in commemo
rating the fruitful past of Connecti
cut. In closing, Professor Rohr cited
the coming celebration "as a most
suitable method of perpetuating and
re-enforcing the ideals of liberty and
democracy which characterized the
early history of this State."

On Wednesday evening President
Ogilby was the guest of the Longmeadow Junior High Pnrent~Teachers'
Association, giving an address in the
Junior High School Auditorium on
the subject: "A College President
Looks at Youth." Speaking from his
experiences with college men, Dr.
Ogilby noted lthat the outstanding
feature of the colleges today was the
withdrawal from the center of the
stage on the part of the "college play
boys." The typical college student
of today has tightened his belt, and
in his hours free fr<>m study his chief
concern is to get some part-time job
to help him carry on his education.
From all over the country c<>mes
testimony to increasing seriousness
of purpose and more intense concentration upon scholastic endeavor.
Many more students are participating
in athletics than they were ten years
ago, but it is as recreation and not
as the end and aim of college life.
All this seems good.
President Ogilby said he regretted
that there was not more interest taken
in political affairs by college men.
Events of major importance in international affairs and trends of legislation brund up with constitutional
liberties are too often ignored or
summarily dismissed with the finality
of a few pithy words. The welfare
of the human race cannot be solved dence we can find of the fundamental
worth of the youth of today lies in
by a wisecrack.
Perhaps the most encouraging evi- their invincible faith. They believe
in themselves and they believe in the
intellectual values they are absorbing.
The fact that prospects ahead seem
grim and forbidding daunts them not
at all. · They ask for a chance to prepare themselves for life, and, granted
that opportunity they are ready to
~~T/fu~tt face the future unafraid.

WE GIVE A FREE GREASE JOB WITH OIL CHANGE
STUDENT
SPECIAL

PROFESSOR ROHR SPEAKS
ON STATE TERCENTENARY

71 FLOWER ST.

STUDENT
SPECIAL
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WALTER HAMPDEN VISITS
COLLEGE AS ECONOMIST

History of Chemistry
at Trinity is Traced

.

(Continued from page 1.)
chemistry, and twenty-three for organic chemistry. On the other hand,
the new building is to have two hun:
dred desks for gener al chemistry,
fifty desks for analytical, and
sevent y-five desks for organic chemistry. The ventilating system in the
old labor atory is hardly adequate in
that the system is not forced; rather
it is dependent on atmospheric conditions outside. The new one, however, is to be a s well ventilated as any
modern laboratory anywhere. The
new will include over two hundred
feet of hoods in the system. Jarvis
has only forty feet. Jarvis is supplied
with gas and water only, there being
no electrical service. There is no
compressed air or steam for the
tables in the old laboratory. The new
one, on the other hand, will have both
alternating and direct current, steam,
and compressed air available in every
experimentation room.
Jarvis is fitted with a dark room
in the form of a coal bin. The proposed building is to have a special
room for photographic work and another dark room for the use of special
instruments such as the polariscope
and the refractometer. In the way
of accommodations for members of
the ·teaching staff, Jarvis has practically nothing. It has one office and
only one private laboratory in the
entire building. Considering the fact
that there are six faculty members
in the Chemistry Department and
four in the Physics Department, making a total of ten, all of whom are
confined to Jarvis for their experimental work, it can easily be seen
how unsatisfactory the conditions
really are. In direct contrast to these
circumstances, the new laboratory
will include, apart from its classrooms and student laboratories, four
offices and private suites for experimental work, and six additional private laboratories for the use of
graduate or special students, or for
doctors wanting to do special investigating.
One distinct feature of the proposed
building is the large auditorium with
a total seating capacity of five hundred. This auditorium, which can accommodate the entire student body,
will be open to all of the courses in
the College for use. It will be well
lighted both naturally and artificially
and will be completely equipped for
lantern slides and :motion pictures.
The ventilating for this unit of the
building will be separate from the
main system. In addition to this large
auditorium, there will be a smaller
one with seats for ninety and
equipped for every conceivable lecture
demonstration. There will be four
more classrooms, two of which will be
used by the Chemistry Department
and two available to other departments that are badly overcrowded at
the present time.
Even in 1920 the conditions in
Jarvis were becoming crowded and
more and more impractical. Up until
that the time the Laborat01·y had only
one fairly large room that could be
used for experimental purposes. This
room contained only fifty-eight desks.
Professor Riggs, an early member of
the Chemistry Department to use the
Jarvis Laboratory, cut off a small
lecture room on the second floor to
accommodate twelve students. In
1920, recognizing the pressing need
for more space, Professor Krieble
supervised the building of a laboratory for Physical Chemistry in the
stair-well-or well-hole-and an or-

Dr. Ogilby and Alpha Delta Phi
Hosts to Famous Actor·
at Buffet Supper

Aerial View of the Campus, showing Proposed Site of the New Building
ganic laboratory in the basement. The
building had been constructed on the
principle that the basement would not
be used for actual work but simply
as a convenient place for storing
articles of general use in connection
with chemistry. However, the organic
laboratory had to be put some place,
and the basement was the only available spot. Needless to say, the
arrangement, though acceptable, was
hardly satisfactory because of poor
lighting and ventilation.
The interior of Jarvis is built up
with three-quarter inch wooden partitions, and is, therefore, a dangerous
fire hazard. The new building is to
be made as fireproof as possible, and
the chances of bad fires due to explosions will be greatly reduced.
It would be possible to go on almost indefinitely pointing out faults
in the old and improvements in the
new, but one more observation should
suffice to show the great need that
Trinity has for the proposed laboratory. In 1920, the incoming freshman
class boasted a few prospective chemists and a half a dozen pre-medical
students. The class entering in 1932
had, in round numbers, twenty-five
students in these two groups and the
clas~ entering in 1933 had thirtyseven. The class which entered Trinity this fall had more than fifty men
either majoring in chemistry or in
the pre-medical group. As the College
grows so must the Chemistry Department and all of its units grow. Trinity cannot continue at the present
rate without the new Laboratory.
Will she get it? l'he Alumni alone
must decide.

POLITICAL FORUM.
(Continued from page 1.)
length, and will be judged on these
They must have a majority vote of
the members present to be admitted.
The officers of the Society for this
year are Frederick Senf, President;
Hany Davis, Vice-President; and
Joseph Sarcia, Secretary.

THE COLLEGE STORE
The Place of Accommodation
l\1. W. SCHER, Proprietor

44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

HUBERT DRUG COMPANY
213 Zion Street, Hartford, Conn.
(Over the Rocks)

DRUGS OF THE BETTER KIND
Wines and Liquors sold from 8 A. M. to 11 P. M.

1934
1888
LABORATORY CONDITIONS-THEN AND NOW.
100 ....................... Number Students ....................... 468
1 ................... Number Chemistry Professors ................... 6
4 ....................... Courses in Chemistry .... .................... 9
None ............ Chemistry required by Medical Schools. ........ 3 courses
29 ...•........... Students Working for B.S. Degrees .............. 314
A Coal Bin ......... Darkroom for Lab. Experiments ..... Coal Bin or-?

Inadequate Facilities
at Trinity in Chemistry
(Continued from page 1.)
will be much more :;:atisfactorily taken care of than they are now. There
will be offices and laboratories for
four professors as well as four additional laboratories for private research work.
In addition to the large lecture
room there are to be five smaller
lecture rooms or classrooms to provide conveniently and individually for
each of the chemistry courses given
by the College. Aa a necessary sidelight the building will also have accommodations for the teaching of
Astronomy. The architects are including a tower in their plans. In
this tower there will be mounted a
nine-inch-objective telescope recently
presented to the College and up to
now unused because of lack of proper mounting facilities. Although the
astronomy equipment, because of its
limited amount, cannot give as complete a study as is desirable, a better
understanding of the eourse itself
and of the instruments used will result, and this in itself is a vast improvement over conditions that are
now prevalent.
Another of the very important
features of the proposed building is
the library which it will contain.
During the past few years the College
has collected and is keeping up at
considerable expense Chemical Journals, volumes giving all of the latest
developments in the subject and,
therefore, invaluable to the advanced
student and the p1·ofessor.
Thest::
Journals are now kept in the College
library. Anyone familiar with the
layout of the campus can readily appreciate the disadvantages of such an
arrangement.
Whenever a 'Student
has some reference to look up in the
Journal, he is obliged to make a trip
all the way acroRs the campus to do
so. The inconvenience and the time
lost in this way are only too evident.
Besides being able to accommodate
these Journals and thereby to relieve
an undesirable situation, the library
in the new building will contain copies of all the text books and many
of the reference books so necessary
to the chemistry student. Furniture
in the library will be modern and
comfortable, thus making it possible
for students to do their reference

work there without taking books out
of the building.
The structure is to be erected on
the south end of the campus, occupying the spot at the end of the Cook
Dormitory sections in front of Jarvis
and Boardman, where the tennis
courts now stand. It will complete
a quadrangle open to the east, and
its mass, completing the southern end
of the range of College buildings, will
correspond to that of the Chapel on
the north. In time a dormitory will
connect the new laboratory with the
eastern end of Cook Dormitory.
During the past summer Professor
Krieble, head of the Chemistry Department here at Trinity, made a tour
of many of the eastern colleges with
a member of the firm of architects
which is at present working on the
plans.
Among those institutions
visited were Harvard, Yale, Cornell·,
the University of New Hampshire,
Ursinus, and Princeton. An assortment of interesting and valuable material was collected through a study
of the Chemistry laboratories at the
colleges visited. Particular attention
was given to such items as plumbing,
different types of floor surfaces,
lighting arrangements, desk-tops, and
other equally important features.
It can safely be said that when
Trinity's new laboratory is completed,
it will necessarily include all of the
finest improvements to be found in
the laboratories of other eastern colleges, and there is, therefore, no reason why it should not be one to meet
every legitimate requirement of our
Chemistry Dep11rtment.

On Monday evening, October 8,
Walter Hampden visited Trinity as
a guest of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity. He arrived after his preaentation of Macbeth at Parsons Theatre, in time for a Welsh Rarebit,
which was supplied by Dr. Ogilby
and cooked under his pers onal supervision. In addition to the members of
Alpha Delta Phi, the pledges to the
fraternity, and Dr. Ogilby, those present were Dean Hood, Professor
Morse Allen of the English Department, and John S. McCook, '35, President of the Senate,
After being interrogated, Walter
Hampden confessed that Hamlet was
his favorite play, and character, and
that he had started playing Shakespeare at the age of seventeen. He
launched his now famous career on
the stage of the Adelphi Theatre, in
London in 1901, at the age of twentytwo, and has been before the footlights ever since. Shortly after Mr.
Hampden had obliged with these remarks, he entered into an involved
discussion in economics, after making
one more remark about the theatre.
This was to the effect that lighting
plays ;_ very important part in the
successful production of a play. The
celebrated actor remarked that although the lighting in Parsons Theatre had been excellent, he could never
tell how the lighting would be in the
next theatre on his tour, which fact
constitutes a constant source of worry
for him, Poor lighting, according to
Hampden, has the power to ruin a
presentation. He finally ended this
phase of his remarks by saying that
he might consider going 'into the
movies at the end of his present tour,
"if the movies will have me."
It was not long before Mr. Hampden was involved in expounding a new
form of economics called Social
Credit, which was originated by an
(Continued on page 6.)
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HUMPHREY LECTURE.
(Continued from page 4.)
As a champion for "Multiple Con- 162 Washington St., Hartford
trol'' in International Relations, ProOpen Evenings.
fessor Humphrey proceeded to list its
champions and its enemies.
He
stressed the perils that have been
made possible through Russia's Special Prices to Trinity Students
triumph in this year's European diplomacy, especially through her conquest of the League of Nations. He
found consolation in the improved re- Da7 Phone 7-7666
Nla-ht Phone Z-zttt
lations of the Entente and, although
he recognized at all times the gravity
P. L. HAMILL, 'proprietor.
of the post-war problems yet to be
solved, he cited the present handling
CHRYSLER SPECIALIST.
of the Marseilles Affair as marking General Repall'iq en AU Mak• ef Can.
a great advance in international
technique over the Serajevo Fiasco of 14 WARI> STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
N-.r Wuhlndon 8~
1914.
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TRINITY ENROLLMENT.
(Continued from page 1.)
total of 482 men enrolled at Trinity,
an increase in number of twenty-nine
over last year. There are now 156
men in the Freshman Class, 118 in
the Sophomore, 97 in the Junior, and
92 in the Senior Class.
Besides the undergraduates, there
are six non-matriculated students and
thirteen pursuing graduate studies.
A comparison between figures for the
last year and this shows an interesting shift in size from one class to
another.
1933-34 1934-35
Graduate, . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
13
Seniors, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
92
Juniors, .............. 105
97
Sophomores, .......... 102
118
Freshmen, ............ .158
156
Non-matriculated, . . . . . 8
6

men this year, while 68 are residing
in the various houses on the campus.
The ages of Trinity men vary
widely, principally because men
whose work was interrupted in the
past find themselves now able to go
on where they left off. Some students
are over forty years of age. Among
the undergraduates who have been
here continuously, the oldest is thirty.
The youngest member of the Freshman Class this year is sixteen.

WALTER HAMPDEN VISITS
COLLEGE AS ECONOMIST.
(Continued from page 5.)
Englishman named Douglas, and the
belief of those who supported it is
that it is the only thing which will
s~ve capitalism.
Hampden said,
moreover, that he was very strongly
opposed to Socialism, Communism,
Fascism, or anything of that sort, and
Total, ................ 453
482 that the very thought of their making
This year the Freshman Class con- inroads into America hurt him very
tains 34% of the undergraduates, the deeply. When Mr. Hampden had
Sophomores comprise 25%, the Juniors and Seniors 21% and 20o/'o, respectively. Approximately half of the
student body is made up of permanent residents at the college, either
in the dormitories or the fraternity
houses. Jarvis Hall, Cook Dormitory
and Northam Towers are housing 173

finished with his exposition of this
theory, Dr. Ogilby offered him a post
on the Trinity Faculty as Professor
of Economics, to explain his views on
social credit to the students of this
college. Mr. Hampden promp.tly replied that if some day he should
happen to tire of the theatre he might
accept the post, as the subject of
Economics was peculiarly fascinating
to him.

of one-act plays will be given some
time during the year; and if it is
possible to obtain student interest
which is talentetl enough, some of
the plays which will be presented
then will be written by the students.
Since new men are not eligible for
either the Stage Board, the Business
Board, or the acting end of any of
the productions until after mid-years,
it is urged that more upper classmen
try out for the different boards.
Those interested in the Business
JESTERS' CAST CHOSEN.
Board should see Barclay Shaw, while
(Continued from page 4.)
those interested in the Stage Board
and Tyng have already had experi- should see Joseph Droege.
ence in the productions of the Jesters
and will contribute much to the play's
SOCCER GAME.
immediate success. The coaches will
(Continued from page 4.)
be Professors Helmbold and Ulmer.
A beautiful kick by Lou Warren,
At Christmas a Miracle play is to
be given in the Chapel, while in Trinity inside right forward, tied the
March a large production, comparable score again in the fourth quarter.
to the one soon to be presented, is Following the kick-off, the ball travto be given in connection with some eled around the field with great rawomen's college. If enough interest pidity, each team trying to score,
is shown by the students, a program and on one of the plays, Hubbard,

YE OLDE HAMILTON HOSTELRY
309 WASHINGTON ST., Corner Allen Place, HARTFORD, CONN.

Trinity left .fullback, was kicked in
the instep.
Time was called, but
Hubbard was able to continue in the
game. St. Stephens then had the
good fortune to get a penalty kick
on Trinity, and they scored on · it
giving them a one-point advantage.
Mowbray again entered the game, replacing Hull.
Hull soon replaced
Clapp. The Hilltoppers fought hard,
but were unable to score again, and
the game ended with St. Stephens in
the lead by a score of 3 to 2.

FOOTBALL REVIEW.
(Continued from page 1.)
last Saturday, when the team turned
back the Worcester Tech eleven, on
the latter's field by the score of 34-0.
This game saw the reappearance, in
the line-up of Ike Eigenbauer, Trinity
right halfback, who had been on the
side-lines with a bad shoulder since
the beginning of the season. He reeled off several long runs, and accounted for most of the points. The game
~howed up Trinity's weakness on pass
defense, and also her strength on
pass offense. Worcester provided the
most competition that the Trinitp/
team has faced so far, although the
comparative scores seem to show
otherwise.

